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Software-Defined Wide Area Network or SD-WAN is 

a next-gen network transformation solution for 

your business. It replaces the complex and costly  

hardware of lease lines and dependence on 

multiple ISPs with a single software solution which 

is NE-WAN managed SD-WAN.

Managed SD-WAN helps you grow your business 

quickly by helping you set up a new site in just 48-

72 hr. Ne-WAN dashboard helps you monitor 

multiple sites from one location, track internet 

usage and increase productivity all of which will 

help you save costs.
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Challenges :- Ever expanding Logistics firm with 

2900 warehouse were facing huge challenges in 

aligning IT strategy with growing business need , 

as new branches were being launched every 15th 

day in tier 2/3 cities. MPLS were not feasible in 

most of the tier 3 cities and 70% infrastructure on 

cloud poised a great challenge on optimisation 

the SaaS /cloud traffic.

Solution : - We not only solved the last miles issue 

using our home grown SD WAN platform. Soft 

appliance was deployed in cloud and edge SD 

WAN CPE at all the branches which seamlessly 

integrated 4G LTE and Broadband to accelerate 

cloud as well as sap traffic hosted in DC, in 

Mumbai .



Business benefits derived from Ne-WAN :-
33% reduction in Capex and operational cost. Team became 
more productivity by 24% as their downtime reduced 
significantly by just 11hrs in a month compared to 69 hrs in a 
month. Visibility improved significantly for Network admin which 
enabled faster rollout of new application and enhanced digital 
transformation of the branch.
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